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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EMERGENCY VEHICLE
TRAFFIC SIGNAL PREEMPTION AND COLLISION
AVOIDANCE TECHNOLOGIES – WHERE SCIENCE AND
SAFETY INTERSECT
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Preemption Technology Platform types
Acoustic
Optical
Radio
Cellular
GPS
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Cellular Issues

In large scale emergencies the Cellular network is first to go
down.
It is not advisable to send sensitive information regarding the
location of your emergency assets across a 3rd party’s network
(especially since you don’t have control over their security).
Responsiveness to termination of preemptions usually lag 10
seconds or more.
Data usage across the cellular network incurs cellular fees
throughout the lifetime of the vehicle.
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GPS/Radio Hybrid
•GPS triangulation is unreliable, IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit) takes over
•Vehicle location, speed, heading, turn signal status, etc. are
updated and transmitted 10 times per second to nearby
intersections and other nearby vehicles using the Industrial,
Science and Medical band (900MHz FHSS).
•Preempts via ETA/Distance/Geowindows
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•What features can the data give you?
•Currently: Collision Avoidance, TSP
•Soon:
•Intelligent Preemption
•Railroad Crossing Notification
•Crash Detection
•Road Surface Analyzer (RSA)
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Collision Avoidance
•Gives audible and/or visual alerts of impending collisions before they occur
•Visual reference of all emergency vehicles in area
•Shows the direction, location and time to impending collisions
•Resolves conflicts at signalized intersections
•Indicates potential collisions even at unsignalized intersections
–Collision Avoidance does not require a preemption system installed at a traffic
signal, nor does it require a traffic signal. Example: would work in rural areas
among corn fields where no signals are present
•Nearly half (40%) of all firefighter fatalities occur enroute to the scene.
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Collision Avoidance via Vehicle Display
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On Screen A you will see the four basic elements of the display.
The GREEN Triangle represents an Intersection equipped with the
Eliminator Traffic Signal Control System and Green color specifies that
the Eliminator’s™ request for a Green light has been acknowledged by
the Traffic Signal Controller.
If a Preemption request cannot be granted by the Eliminator™ due to
an overriding priority of another vehicle then a RED Circle will display.

□

◊

If an equipped intersection does not have an active preemption
request then the square will be devoid of color.
If your vehicle is NOT requesting a preemption (in off mode, or not
under lights/siren) but another vehicle has a preemption request you
will see a yellow diamond
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Collision Avoidance via Vehicle Display
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On Screen A you will see the four basic elements of the display.
The GREEN Triangle represents an Intersection equipped with the
Eliminator Traffic Signal Control System and Green color specifies that
the Eliminator’s™ request for a Green light has been acknowledged by
the Traffic Signal Controller.
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If a Preemption request cannot be granted by the Eliminator™ due to
an overriding priority of another vehicle then a RED Circle will display.
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Zoom

□

◊

If an equipped intersection does not have an active preemption
request then the square will be devoid of color.
If your vehicle is NOT requesting a preemption (in off mode, or not
under lights/siren) but another vehicle has a preemption request you
will see a yellow diamond
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Transit Signal Priority for buses (TSP)
TSP SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES
•Schedules for each bus route and bus stop can be configured separately,
including variables for time of day, day of week, route number and more
•Automated Passenger Counting, which can be factored into preemption
decisions, if desired
•Built in reports include missed stops, early arrivals, passenger counts, and
more
•Alerts to proactively notify transit drivers of the presence of emergency
vehicles
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Recently Patented Features
•“Intelligent Preemption”
•System will Preempt intersections ahead based on
historical data including vehicle ID, time of day, day
of week, month of year, and driver of vehicle. What
works during rush hour traffic may be “overkill” on
Sunday morning at 2 AM with no traffic present
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Railroad Notification
•Let’s you know:
•Which railroad crossings are blocked
•How long they’ve been blocked
•The train’s direction of travel (inbound vs. outbound).
•Information easily conveyed via the touch screen in the vehicle
•Can also be displayed on a large monitor at the Fire Station and/or dispatch so that
more informed route-planning can be considered earlier
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Crash Detection
•Vehicle speed can be tracked multiple times per second allowing the system to detect crashes irrespective of the
crash circumstances.
•Occupants will have the opportunity to override the
notification and signal that they were in a crash but do
not need assistance.
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Road Surface Analyzer (RSA)
The RSA (Road Surface Analyzer) doesn’t just analyze your road
once per year.
It analyzes the road every time an equipped vehicle drives the
road. Part of the value is the ongoing stream of information.
This will allow you to react quicker to potholes and other road
deficiencies and more importantly track the road surface over
time.
Is winter or summer having a bigger impact on your roads? Our
system would answer that question. A yearly study would not.

Types of vehicles that can be equipped
• Service vehicles
• Garbage trucks
• Transit Vehicles
• Contractors
• Emergency Vehicles (preemption) * this feature is
also available in our preemption system that is
already creating a partnership between Emergency
Services and Traffic Departments in other cities.
Emergency Services drives the roads with the
preemption system, the traffic department gets the
RSA data.
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RSA Data Collection
Data is collected at “fractions of a second” intervals from the sensors
within the unit. This data is married to GPS data in real time. At this

Once data is received our algorithms will analyze
and aggregate the data.

stage the data is “raw” and not meaningful to human eyes
The unit can then transmit it’s data using any of several methods:
• Plug the unit into a network with internet access, this will
transmit the data to our company automatically while
keeping a local copy
• Transfer via WiFi or cellular to our company
• Long term, our cloud based system could be hosted by the
DOT internally and data could be kept and analyzed locally.

Once complete any of several things can happen
• The data can be reviewed in our system
(screenshots to follow)
• The data can be married to existing GIS data we
pull into our system (example screenshots to
follow)
• The data can be imported into a GIS system
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How can the data be used?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pothole Detection
General Road Surface Analysis
Pothole repair before/after analysis
Road paving before/after analysis
Can setup alerts to new potholes/deficiencies
Data can integrate with existing GIS data
• System can push or pull
• System and provide RSA data to the GIS system
• System can bring GIS data into RSA system
• System can report roads that have not been driven

Comparisons from data over time
• Pothole repair methods (before/after/EOT/evolution over
time)
• Pothole repair success including repair person, contractor,
method, material, time of year repaired, weather, EOT, etc.
• Road resurfacing methods, materials, contractors, time of
year, etc.
• Snow removal methods. Two methods can be implemented
in different areas and the results can be tracked.
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What is Evolution Over Time (EOT)
Let’s assume a road segment has a rating of 5 on scale of 1 to 10 on January 1st of 2018 based on any of many
different rating systems used across the country.
Let’s assume this same road segment has a rating of 8 one year later on January 1st of 2019.
Did this change happen on Dec 31st, 2018? Perhaps it happened on January 2nd of 2018?

Probably neither, because it happened over time.
Shouldn’t the data capturing happen over time?

Did the increase happen steadily and evenly over the 12 months? Maybe, maybe not. Maybe not the same answer
for every road segment. Was weather a factor this year? What about compared to prior years? Other factors?
The answer : Garbage trucks vs. Emergency vehicles as the “data gathering” vehicle

Web Based Tools – I69 SR37 – Maplecrest Rd
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Web Based Tools – Can be locally hosted at VDOT

Web Based Tools – Can be locally hosted

Web Based Tools – Can be locally hosted
Servicing
Levels:

I show All

T

I

List

Name

Average

Max

Counts

Deficiency

Deficiency

Total/ ROY

Density
(1000 sq meter)

I69-SR37-MAPLECREST

118

2

99 / 8

0 15

Load on Map

I69-WHEELING

1.06

2.05

21 / 6

002

Load on Map

School Drop Off

1 06

174

252 / 20

24 6

Load on Map

School Drop Off 1

1.04

1.53

109 / 13

20 .26

Load on Map

School Drop Off 2

1 08

174

46 / 6

53 13

Load on Map

School Drop Off 3

1 02

135

48 / 0

3341

Load on Map

School Drop Off 4

1.15

141

33 I 1

28.63

Load on Map

School Drop Off 5

11

1 39

40 / 0

1913

Load on Map

I69-HOBBIEVILLE

1.03

1 99

16/5

0.01

Load on Map

Questions?
Thank you!
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Contact Information
Dave Gross
CEO
Collision Control Communications
Phone: 260-466-7655
Email: dgross@collisioncontrol.net
Website: collisioncontrol.net
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